
PERSONAL BUDGET CASE STUDY

Have participants work in pairs to determine monthly income and expenses from one case study. (Note that Case Study
1 requires TWO Monthly Budget.

If allowed, the app will send a daily reminder to check the budget and insert transactions made with cash.
Spreadsheet with the opportunity score of each desired outcome Job Story Below is the job story of each
unmet needs for the problems I focused on. Here are some features I found related to the opportunities of the
research: 2 of the 7 apps sync bank accounts automatically; 1 of the 7 reads SMS from the bank and add as a
transaction â€” the person has to copy the message and add in the app; 4 of the 7 send notifications; 7 of the 7
apps use charts to illustrate some expenses and transactions. Sounds like a pretty good financial plan to me!
Some points to share before they begin: Include only income that can be counted on. Even though they gave a
platform as a solution, I think the time invested on the online research and job map based on my assumptions
was still important to provide some insights for features I didn't see on the benchmark. Find me on Linkedin.
Imagine if they went even futher and cut back their grocery bill and reduced their cable, cell phone and
internet plans! The app displays how many consecutive days this person checked the budget. Those who
manage their money, more than a half find it difficult to do it. Limitations of this solution Due to time
constraints I based the Job Map in my own assumptions and online research, I didn't interview anyone to
gather data; The opportunities scores from Job Map were also based on my assumptions. In the example below
the person is following for 2 days straight and the milestone is within days â€” an approximate number needed
to build a habit. Here is what their debts will look like in the debt snowball spreadsheet, note that I have
rearranged the debts starting with the lowest balance and working up to the largest balance: Now comes the
AMAZING part. For the expenses made with cash â€” the ones it doesn't sync automatically â€” there would
be an easy and fast way to do it. Too Much Debt? This couple really needs to find out where all of their extra
money is going. When Handout 3 is completed discuss what the renter in the Case Study can afford. They end
up getting out of control and come to the end of the month full of debt. An ODI survey would require
quantitative data of about answer to have a statistic representation; I didn't test my prototype. Start Eliminating
Debt: The next step for this couple is to do what they can to eliminate or pay-off their debt. These steps would
free up even more money that could be applied to paying down debt. Overall, I'm glad I did it. Thanks to Isa
that gave me feedback after I sent the case to the company. This will encourage me to continue sharing my
journey. Online Research Through online research, I found some answers to my previous questions. My
process I started structuring my process following the design thinking approach, with the exception of the last
stage of validation. Here are the highlighted features: 1. Believe it or not, even if our couple never gets a pay
raise or sells any of their current vehicles or other assets, they could continue making the debt snowball
payments and be completely debt free in an additional 44 months. This is especially troubling since the
husband is self employed and presumably has an unpredictable income and the fact the couple is expecting
their first child. Thus balancing revenues and expenses. If income varies due to the number of hours worked or
because it comes from tips or commissions, use an average of several paychecks or use the amount from the
smallest paycheck. The concept of paying off a mortgage early is inconceivable by most people, yet it is
surprisingly achievable using the same debt snowball technique we used to wipe out the other debts. Sketching
I did a few quick sketches to help me organize my thoughts and to outline the app.


